April 2015 Agenda/video timeline

00.00  Intro
02.30  Agenda (Page Boxes/Page Sizes and Smart Preflight)
02.50  Resizing Pages in PitStop
         Global Change - Scale to Format
04.30  Resizing in Action Lists - Default Actions
05.10  Editing the standard Action Lists to make different page sizes (i.e. A3)
07.00  Resizing a Page Box to a selection in PitStop Inspector
08.30  Resizing a Page Box to a selection with an Action List (e.g. to a die line)
         Making an Action List and grabbing a selection from the document
10.40  Ensuring Back-up, Front and Back (Book Work)
11.45  Removing Crop marks and Page Furniture
12.20  Crop to Visible (Remove white space)
13.30  Smart Preflight - overview and use (Powerpoint of concept)
19.20  Setting up Smart Preflight in PitStop Pro
19.45  Making a Variable Set
20.00  Making constant variables (Page width/Page Height)
21.44  Making a new Preflight Profile and adding the Variables to the
         Page Size check
24.00  Using the Preflight Profile and adjusting the Preflight values at runtime
25.20  Adding Dropdown options to the Variables in PitStop Pro.
27.20  Adding a variable check for Ink Coverage (TAC/TIC)
28.45  Adding a Boolean variable to turn an Action List on and off within
         a Preflight Profile
30.20  Running Preflight list with variables
31.30  Using Variables in standalone Action Lists (outside of a Preflight Profile)
         Changing Page Size as an example
34.00  Setting up a Rule based variable for Ink Coverage based on Paper
         Type and Press
37.28  Running a Preflight profile with a Rule based variable
38.40  Extending the Rule based variables
39.10  Setting up a default value for a Rule based variable
40.00  Adding Page Information outside the Bleed using variables via
         an Action List
43.00  Running and refining the Action List
44.38  Adding the Action List to the Preflight profile
45.45  Demonstrating the default Smart Preflight settings for education
47.40  Running the default Smart Preflight demonstration
48.14  Working with Smart Preflight with PitStop Server
48.45  Using a job ticket to drive Smart Preflight
49.10  Setting up an XPath to get a value from a JDF/XML job ticket
51.10  Setting up an Action List with a job ticket based variable
         (Check for a Spot Color name)

Wrap up
END